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ABSTRACT: This study compares three different nozzle flow
configurationscentral liquid jet with surrounding gas phase,
liquid sheet with central gas phase, and liquid sheet with inner and
outer gas phases. To guarantee constant velocities, as well as
momentum flows at the nozzle orifice, a nozzle with identical
orifice areas (a central tube with inner and outer slits) was utilized
in the experiments. The influence of gas velocity (GLR), dynamic
viscosity of the liquid, and nozzle configuration on the resulting
droplet sizes (D32, ID32,m) and primary breakup was investigated at
constant liquid mass flow. A high-speed camera (HSC) was used
for the detection of primary breakup, whereas droplet size
measurements were performed with a phase Doppler anemometer. The variation of nozzle configuration exhibited distinct
influence on the resulting breakup morphology and droplet size. Especially, for atomizing high-viscosity liquids, application of sheet
configurations led to smaller droplet sizes compared to liquid jet configuration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas-assisted nozzles are applied to a wide field of applications
in industrial processes. Beneath utilization in spray drying and
gas cleaning, there are also applications in combustion and
synthesis processes. This type of atomizer is available in several
flow configurations: (i) central liquid jet and coaxial annular
gas stream, (ii) annular liquid sheet with central gas jet, and
(iii) annular liquid sheet with inner and outer gas stream. Each
configuration can be utilized in energy-conversion systems,
such as entrained flow gasifiers (EFGs). Here, biomass or
waste-based feedstock are typically applied and feature high
viscosities of up to 1000 mPa·s, as well as a complex
rheological behavior. The feedstock are converted into syngas
(CO + H2), whereas oxygen serves as the gasification and
atomization agent. As a result of the low stoichiometry
required for the gasification reaction (λ < 1), the burner nozzle
is typically operated at gas-to-liquid mass flow ratios of GLR <
1. Despite the large field of applications and the comparably
simple atomizer geometry, there is still no fundamental
understanding of the prevailing phenomena and physics.
For the optimization of the atomization process at

conditions relevant to EFG, it is an essential research objective
to gain deeper insights into the atomization process by
applying various nozzle configurations and liquid properties. In
particular, because of the fact that nozzles featuring central
liquid jets reveal a limitation in disintegrating large liquid jet
diameters, at increased liquid mass flow and low liquid velocity,
the present work aims at investigating and comparing
potentially scalable annular liquid sheet nozzles.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The three different nozzle flow configurations under

investigation are shown in Figure 1 as configurations (i−iii).
Configuration (i) represents the central liquid jet configuration
with an annular coaxial gas jet; (ii) illustrates an annular liquid

sheet atomizer with a central gas jet; and (iii) is an annular
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Figure 1. Schemes of the investigated nozzle flow configurations (i−
iii).
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liquid sheet atomizer with central and coaxial surrounding gas
jet.
Farago ̀ and Chigier performed detailed investigations of

liquid jet breakup morphology, utilizing configuration (i) for
air/water.1 A classification for primary breakup was suggested
for different atomizer geometries in terms of the jet diameter
and gas orifice area by applying the liquid Reynolds number
Reliq and aerodynamic Weber number Weaero, according to eqs
1 and 2, to describe the jet breakup:

D
Re

v
liq

liq liq liq

liq

ρ

η
=

× ×

(1)

D
We

(v v )
aero

liq gas liq
2

gasρ

σ
=

× − ×
(2)

with liquid jet diameter Dliq, velocity v, density ρ, dynamic
viscosity η, and surface tension σ. The subscripts gas and liq
denote the gas and liquid phases, respectively. For constant
Reliq, the following representative spray conditions can be
identified: the Rayleigh-type breakup (small Weaero), in which
the liquid jet is fragmented into large droplets close to the
spray center. With increasing Weaero, the membrane-type
breakup is detected, with membranes near the nozzle orifice
being generated and broken into small droplets. The
accumulated rim of the membranes disintegrates into larger
droplets, according to Rayleigh−Plateau instabilities. At high
Weaero, the fiber-type regime is reached, which leads to a
complete disintegration of the liquid jet into fibers near the
nozzle orifice. The produced fibers disintegrate into small
droplets according to the Rayleigh−Plateau instability. The
fiber-type regime is divided into the submodes pulsating and
superpulsating. Lasheras and Hopfinger2 used the momentum
flux ratio of gas and liquid phases j, according to eq 3, for
characterizing the fiber-type breakup:

j
j
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v

v
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gas
2

gas

liq
2

liq

ρ

ρ
= =

×

× (3)

Zhao et al.3 investigated the impact of dynamic viscosity on
the primary breakup by applying suspensions in twin-fluid
atomizers with a central liquid jet. In order to expand the
regime classification concerning viscosity effects, the Ohne-
sorge number, which is in accordance with eq 4, was used. The
breakup morphology was described by Weaero and Oh and was
also classified into Rayleigh-type, fiber-type, and atomization.

D
Oh liq

liq liq

η

σ ρ
=

× × (4)

For the liquid-jet annular gas stream configuration, a large
number of studies on the atomization of low-viscosity liquids
(ηliq < 50 mPa·s) can be found in the literature.4−8 A summary
of the publications featuring ηliq > 50 mPa·s was presented by
Wachter et al.9 The dynamic viscosity was varied in the range
of ηliq = 1−805 mPa·s. In general, an increase in the droplet
diameter with increasing viscosity was reported.8,10−13 This
effect was explained by the damping effects of the liquid on the
formation of instabilities. Furthermore, the dependency of the
resulting droplet size on the spray morphology was
demonstrated by San̈ger,14 who subdivided the proposed
droplet size correlation into membrane-type and fiber-type
regimes.

The second flow configuration (ii) provides the liquid as the
annular sheet, whereas the gas stream emerges from the central
tube. Investigations of the atomization of water with this
nozzle configuration were performed by Leboucher et al.15 and
Zhao et al.,16 who presented different diagrams for
morphological classification. Both authors detected the bubble
and Christmas-tree breakup regime. As the bubble regime
occurs for low gas velocities and leads to gas-filled bubbles with
liquid impingement,17 the Christmas-tree breakup at an
increased gas velocity creates a pulsating sheet that breaks
into droplets. This breakup regime was further divided by Choi
et al.18 into the aerodynamic force-dominant and hydro-
dynamic force-dominant modes. Leboucher et al.15 classified
the regimes with gas and liquid momentum flow Jgas and Jliq,
whereas Zhao et al.16 used Weaero,sheet, see eq 5, and a
dimensionless geometry ratio of sheet thickness-to-diameter of
the entire liquid orifice.

s
We

(v v )
aero,sheet

liq gas liq
2

gasρ

σ
=

× − ×
(5)

Here, sliq represents the liquid sheet thickness. For increased
liquid sheet thickness, a fiber-type regime was detected, leading
to a sheet disintegration with small fibers in the perpendicular
direction to the sheet. Li et al. performed droplet size
measurements, applying this nozzle configuration at vgas > 180
m·s−1.19 As a result, a V-shaped radial Sauter mean diameter
D32 profile was detected with a phase Doppler anemometer
(PDA). For a significant increase in gas velocity, only a small
decrease in the droplet size across the entire spray cone was
detected. Leboucher et al.15 presented results for different
system pressures and gas swirl configurations. Radial profiles of
the droplet diameter are only shown for the swirl variation,
exhibiting a nearly constant droplet size for a wide range of
swirl ratios.
Flow configuration (iii) has a liquid annular sheet, with two

gas streams emerging, one from the central tube and one from
the coaxial outer annular gap around the liquid sheet. Carvalho
et al.20 employed a high-speed camera (HSC) to investigate
nozzles with this flow configuration with angled outer gas
atomizing water. In the experiments vliq, vgas,i, vgas,o, the liquid
sheet thickness as well as the gas swirl ratio were varied,
whereas the index i and o represent the inner and outer gas
orifices, respectively. The inner gas stream velocity was varied
up to vgas,i = 200 m·s−1 and was identified as being more
relevant for the breakup of the liquid sheet. In contrast, the
outer gas stream only led to a slight decrease in the primary
breakup length. Nevertheless, the outer gas velocity was only
increased up to vgas,o = 40 m·s−1. The primary breakup length
was also decreased when the swirl was added to the outer gas
stream. For increasing the liquid sheet thickness, an increase in
the primary breakup length was detected. Wahono et al.21 also
used a HSC to investigate the primary breakup of an atomizer
with flow configuration (iii) that featured parallel exiting
channels. The authors observed an amplified Kelvin−
Helmholtz surface wave on the liquid sheet during primary
breakup, which caused the rupture of the sheet into ligaments.
The breakup was mainly dependent on the momentum flow
ratios Ji and Jo for the respective gas flow (eqs 6 and 7), as well
as the entire gas momentum flow (eq 8). Only for Jo, a
dependency on the breakup frequency of the liquid sheet was
discovered.
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J J Jgas gas,i gas,o= + (8)

Duke et al.22,23 performed an instability analysis for a nozzle
with flow configuration (iii) and noted two physical
instabilities: the Kelvin−Helmholtz instability (shear layer)
and a nonlinear rupturing instability. As observed by Duke et
al.,22 the primary Kelvin−Helmholtz instability is only formed
in the presence of a sufficiently high relative velocity of the
outer gas stream vgas,o and liquid sheet vliq. The required
relative velocity was Δv = 30 m·s−1. Further theoretical
investigations of the liquid sheet breakup were performed by
Cao et al.,24 Ibrahim et al.,25 and Lee et al.26 In these studies,
linear instability analyses were performed, with the researchers
coming to the conclusion that the inner gas jet exhibits higher
efficiency in terms of atomization compared to the outer gas
stream. In addition to the investigation of instabilities, a scaling
analysis was performed. As a result, the liquid sheet thickness
showed a dominant effect on the resulting spray characteristics,
as reported by Duke et al.27

The first PDA measurements of nozzles with flow
configuration (iii) were performed by Leboucher et al.,28

who applied water/air with different swirl configurations. This
investigation demonstrated that the inner gas jet is more
effective than the outer gas stream in terms of reducing droplet
size. It should be noted that in this investigation, the maximum
velocity of the outer gas stream was vgas,o = 90 m·s−1, whereas
the inner gas stream velocity was increased up to vgas,i = 180 m·
s−1, which could be a reason for the dominating effect of the

inner gas stream compared to the outer one. Zhao et al.29 used
this flow configuration to perform laser diffraction measure-
ments with water/air. Varying the exiting gas velocities, a
maximum droplet diameter was detected when the outer gas
jet was around vgas,o = 30−40 m·s−1, which is independent of
the inner gas velocities. Zhao et al.29 assumed that the outer
gas jet increases the velocity of the liquid phase, without
disintegrating the liquid sheet, leading to a lower relative
velocity between the liquid phase and the central gas stream,
which dominated the atomization.
To summarize the literature overview, especially for

atomizers in configuration (iii), the influence of the inner
versus outer gas jet velocities or momentum flow ratios was not
finally clarified. Nevertheless, the gas orifice area was not kept
constant in previous experiments, leading to different depend-
encies of gas velocity on GLR, which results in varying gas
momentum flows.
In order to overcome this effect, in the experiments

described in this study, a nozzle with identical orifice areas
(central tube/inner slit/outer slit) was used. The atomizer was
operated in the previously outlined configurations (i), (ii), and
(iii), which allows for their comparison at constant momentum
flow ratios. Water and three different liquids with increasing
viscosities were atomized at varying gas momentum flows. The
resulting droplet size measurements and primary jet/sheet
breakup detection were performed by means of a PDA and a
HSC.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed at the ATMOspheric spray
test rig (ATMO), which is described by Wachter et al.30 and
depicted in Figure 2. A PDA system and a HSC were applied
for spray investigations. The three-fluid lance was supplied
with liquid using a pump and controlled via a Coriolis mass
flow and density meter. A stirred and tempered liquid tank was

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup applying nozzle configuration (iii), atmospheric spray test rig (ATMO) (left); schematic of the
nozzle geometry applying the three investigated configurations (right).
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applied in order to avoid temperature deviations. Two hot wire
anemometers with valves were used to control the atomizing
air mass flow. To avoid recirculation of small droplets, a high-
power suction system was applied to the exhaust air;
additionally, a honeycomb structure was placed at the inlet
of the collection tank in order to serve as a flow straightener.
The fittings at the top of the three-fluid lance were constructed
in an identical manner to enable changes in the gas and liquid
flow configurations between each channel of the lance and the
nozzle-exiting position, respectively. The atomizer has a central
tube with dinner = 5.4 mm and two surrounding slits of s1 = 1.09
mm and s2 = 0.83 mm. In order to guarantee for constant
velocities at the nozzle orifice, independent of the chosen flow
configuration, all orifice areas were manufactured equal in size.
The thicknesses of the tubes separating the flow at the nozzle
orifice are reduced to b = 0.1 mm, which results in an
undisturbed gas flow according to Tian et al.31 The nozzle
features parallel flow channels to enable the experimental
results to be compared with other investigation results, such as
those of Farago ̀ and Chigier,1 Zhao et al.,16 and Wahono et
al.21

For the variation of dynamic viscosity, water and three
different glycerol/water mixtures were used. Surface tension
and density of the four liquids applied were almost constant
(see Table 1). The dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase was

measured using a Physica MCR 101 rheometer from Anton
Paar in Searle-type configuration.32 Surface tension and density
were determined using an EasyDyne tensiometer from Krüss,
via the Du Noüy ring33 and weighing methods. Relevant values
of all liquids are presented in Table 1 for 20 °C and 1 atm.
In the following paragraphs, only a short overview of the

applied measurement systems is given. A detailed description is
available in previous studies.30,34,35

A HSC (Photron SA4) was used for the detection of primary
breakup. The setup was operated in backlight illumination with
a 9 × 4500 lm high power light-emitting diode array. Sets of
2000 images were recorded for each operating point to ensure
for a reliable data base.
At a distance of z = 200 mm, 10,000 images were taken, in

order to (i) guarantee for optimal PDA settings; (ii) sphericity
check the droplets in the measuring plane; (iii) qualitatively
confirm tendencies measured by the PDA; and (iv) validation

of PDA data in order to remove deviations according to the
Gaussian beam effect.36

A fiber PDA with Spray Explorer by Dantec Dynamics was
applied for the local investigation of droplet diameter and
velocity. The system was operated in forward scattering
arrangement (first-order refraction). Details of the settings are
presented in Table 2. The settings of the system were
optimized according to previous studies.36,37 In this config-
uration, the maximum detectable droplet diameter is 1357 μm,
as explained in a previous study.38

To guarantee for a high-quality data, a set of 50,000 droplets
was taken at each measuring point. For some of the outermost
measuring points, the sample size was not reached. However,
minimum 10,000 droplets were measured at the spray
boundary (x = ± 44 mm), ensuring statistical reliability, as
reported in a previous study.39 The toolbox SprayCAT35 was
used to compute arithmetic means as the mass-weighted
integral Sauter mean diameter ID32,m, according to eq 9.

ID
D m A

D m A
i

i
32,m

1
N

30,i
3

i i

1
N

20,i
2

i i

=
∑ ̇

∑ ̇
=

= (9)

Detailed information concerning the calculation of the
global size distribution and size moments is given by DIN
SPEC 9132540 and Albrecht.38 The mass flux ṁi was
calculated from PDA data according to Albrecht.38 All PDA
measurements were performed at z = 200 mm distance from
the nozzle orifice and repeated 3 times. For each operating
point, the rotational symmetry of the measured profiles was
checked, taking a full radial profile. Afterward, the repetition
measurements were performed, taking half-profiles from the
spray boundary to the center.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to investigate the effect of the nozzle configuration on
the resulting droplet size and primary breakup, nozzle
configurations (i) and (ii) were compared at varying GLR
(i.e., gas velocity vgas) and dynamic viscosity ηliq at constant
liquid mass flow of Ṁliq = 30 kg.h−1. The atomization agent in
all experiments was pressurized air at T = 20 °C. The supplied
liquids were also tempered at T = 20 °C.

4.1. Comparison of Nozzle Configurations (i) and (ii)
on the Droplet Size and Primary Breakup. For a
comparison of nozzle configurations (i) and (ii), the operating
conditions for both investigated parameters GLR and dynamic
viscosity ηliq are presented in Table 3.

4.1.1. Influence of Nozzle Configurations (i) and (ii) on
the Droplet Size and Primary Breakup at Varying GLR (i.e.,
vgas) and Constant ηliq = 1 mPa·s. For a quantitative
comparison of the two nozzle configurations, as well as for the
description of the influence of GLR (vgas) on the Sauter mean
diameter, radial measurements were performed, as shown in
Figure 3 (right).

Table 1. Physical Properties of All Applied Liquids at 20 °C
and 1 atm

ηliq in
mPa.s

σ in
N.m−1

ρliq in
kg.m−3 Oh

water 1 0.0719 998 0.0026
glycerol/water
(84.3 wt %)

100 0.0649 1220 0.2513

glycerol/water
(89.5 wt %)

200 0.0642 1233 0.5027

glycerol/water
(93.8 wt %)

400 0.0636 1244 1.0056

Table 2. Settings of the PDA Evaluated by the Sensitivity Analysis

parameters values unit parameters values unit

transmitter focal length f T 1000 mm laser wavelength λL 561 nm
receiver focal length f R 1000 mm laser power (transmitter exit) 40 mW
beam expander ratio E 1 off-axis angle ΦR 70 °
receiver slit width (physical) lS 200 μm frequency shift fΛ 80 MHz
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The dependency of the Sauter mean diameter on GLR, for
all measurements of (i) and (ii), the mass-weighted integral
Sauter mean diameter ID32,m is shown in Figure 3 (left). As
expected, with increasing GLR, for both nozzle configurations
(i) and (ii), a decreasing Sauter mean diameter was measured.
This effect results from an increase in the gas velocity (vgas = 60
− 150 m·s−1), which leads to higher aerodynamic forces that
disintegrate the liquid jet or sheet. With increasing GLR, the
influence on the resulting droplet size levels off. The influence
of GLR on the resulting Sauter mean diameter, applying nozzle
configuration (ii) at GLR > 0.4 (vgas > 120 m·s−1), is smaller
compared to that using nozzle configuration (i).
In order to explain this effect, the radial Sauter mean

diameter, for all measurements of (i) and (ii) is shown in
Figure 3 (right). For GLR ≤ 0.3, the ID32,m is significantly
lower for nozzle configuration (ii). In contrast to this, an
increase above GLR > 0.4 leads to lower ID32,m values for
configuration (i) (see Figure 3 (left)). For nozzle configuration
(i), a W-shaped radial profile was detected, whereas
configuration (ii) led to a V-shaped radial distribution, which
is in accordance with the results of Li et al.19 Typically, the flat
W-shaped profile is achieved when the liquid jet is
disintegrated by the high-velocity gas phase in the fiber-type
breakup mode. As shown in Figure 4b), this mode leads to a
slight increase in the droplet size at the spray center and a
decrease at the spray boundary because of small, disintegrated
fibers, leading to fine droplets following the gas phase. In this
configuration, the liquid jet is fully disintegrated by the
surrounding gas jet at high gas velocity. In contrast, the liquid
sheet is already disintegrated into droplets for low gas
velocities (see Figure 4c)), as against the liquid jet at the
same gas velocity (see Figure 4a)). Applying configuration (ii)

for increased gas velocity (see Figure 4d)), tiny droplets could
be detected in the center of the spray, comparable to
configuration (i), but larger droplets remained at the spray
boundary without any further disintegration because of the
lack of aerodynamic forces. As this breakup mode did not
change with further increase in gas velocity and the droplet size
at the spray boundary did not decrease, ID32,m exhibits only
low sensitivity to GLR above GLR ≥ 0.4.
As can be seen in the HSC images, the spray angle differed

significantly between nozzle configurations (i) and (ii). For
configuration (i), the resulting jet fragments and droplets were
accelerated in the axial direction, resulting in narrow spray
angles. In contrast, the disintegration of the liquid sheet by the
central gas stream at configuration (ii) led to a significant
increase in the spray angle.

4.1.2. Influence of Nozzle Configurations (i) and (ii) on
the Droplet Size and Primary Breakup at Varying Liquid
Viscosities and Constant GLR = 0.5. To conduct a
quantitative comparison of the two nozzle configurations (i)
and (ii), as well as for the description of the influence of ηliq on
the Sauter mean diameter, additional droplet size measure-
ments were performed at an increased liquid viscosity of up to
400 mPa.s. The results are shown as ID32,m values in Figure 5.
As the measurements indicate, an increase in the droplet size

could be detected for both nozzle configurations with
increasing dynamic viscosity. This result had already been
observed by many researchers, who typically applied flow
configuration (i).8,10−13 As damping effects of the liquid phase
cause this effect, the same influence for increasing the liquid
viscosity was expected for flow configuration (ii). However,
configuration (ii) shows a minor influence of viscosity on the
droplet size. As the application of configuration (i) led to a
smaller droplet size of low-viscosity liquids (ηliq = 1 mPa.s), the
droplet size results were already turned over for ηliq = 100
mPa.s. The same influence of viscosity and nozzle config-
uration was also apparent in the HSC images of the primary
breakup, which are displayed in Figure 6.
Upon increasing the dynamic viscosity from ηliq = 1 mPa.s to

ηliq = 400 mPa.s while applying nozzle configuration (i), the
primary breakup significantly changed from the superpulsating
fiber type, which resulted in a homogeneous spray with mostly

Table 3. Operating Conditions of the Experiments for the
Comparison of Nozzle Configurations (i) and (ii) at a
Constant Liquid Mass Flow of Ṁliq = 30 kg.h−1

nozzle configuration GLR in - vgas in m·s−1 ηliq in mPa·s

(i)/(ii) 0.2 60 1
(i)/(ii) 0.3 90 1
(i)/(ii) 0.4 120 1
(i)/(ii) 0.5 150 1/100/200/400

Figure 3. Resulting mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameters (left) and radial measurements of the local Sauter mean diameter (right) using
nozzle configurations (i) and (ii) at varying GLRs (i.e., vgas) and constant dynamic viscosity ηliq = 1 mPa·s at z = 200 mm.
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very small droplets to the membrane-type breakup that
revealed long ligaments and liquid fragments, along with an
increased droplet size. In contrast, for nozzle configuration (ii),
the breakup morphology did not significantly change with an
increased liquid viscosity. Because of the fact that the emerging
fuel sheet for configuration (ii) was thinner in size compared to
the jet of configuration (i), almost no ligaments resulted from
the primary breakup [even for the highest viscosity liquids (ηliq
= 400 mPa.s) under investigation], leading to a smaller droplet
size throughout the entire spray cone.

4.2. Extension of the Nozzle Geometry with the
Outer Gas Gap to Configuration (iii). Being aware of the
influence of the fast-flowing gas phase on the primary breakup
and the resulting droplet size in terms of twin-fluid nozzles, an
additional outer gas gap was employed in the liquid sheet
configuration to reduce the increasing droplet size at the spray
boundary shown in Figure 3. As fast gas phase emerges via two
orifices, two mass flow ratios GLO and GLI were defined.
GLO represents the mass flow ratio between the outer gas flow
through the gas slit and liquid sheet, whereas GLI stands for
the mass flow ratio between the inner gas flow through the
central tube and liquid sheet. This definition yields the
following equations:
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In an initial set of measurements, GLO (i.e., vgas,o) and GLI
(i.e., vgas,i) were varied for constant GLR values at ηliq = 1
mPa.s. In addition, dynamic viscosity was investigated at GLR
= 0.5 for GLO = 0, 0.25, and 0.5, resulting in vgas,o = 0, 75, and
150 m.s−1. Thereafter, a comparison between nozzle
configurations (i−iii) was performed for GLR = 0.5.

4.2.1. Influence of GLO/GLI on the Droplet Size and
Primary Breakup Applying Nozzle Configuration (iii) at
Constant Liquid Viscosity and Constant GLR = 0.3, 0.5, and
0.7. In order to compare the primary breakup and droplet size,
nozzle configuration (iii) was applied at constant liquid
viscosity ηliq = 1 mPa.s and GLR = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, but
varying GLO and GLI. The measurements listed in Table 4
were performed. For a quantitative comparison of the resulting
droplet sizes, the values for the ID32,m were used.

Figure 4. HSC images of the primary breakup of water (ηliq = 1 mPa·s) applying: (a) nozzle configuration (i) at GLR = 0.2 (vgas = 60 m·s−1); (b)
nozzle configuration (i) at GLR = 0.5 (vgas = 150 m·s−1); (c) nozzle configuration (ii) at GLR = 0.2 (vgas = 60 m·s−1); and (d) nozzle configuration
(ii) at GLR = 0.5 (vgas = 150 m·s−1).

Figure 5. ID32,m measurements at constant GLR = 0.5 (vgas = 150 m·
s−1) for nozzle configurations (i) and (ii) at varying dynamic
viscosities.

Figure 6. HSC images of the primary breakup at GLR = 0.5 (vgas = 150 m·s−1) applying (a) nozzle configuration (i) with ηliq = 1 mPa·s; (b) nozzle
configuration (i) with ηliq = 400 mPa·s; (c) nozzle configuration (ii) with ηliq = 1 mPa·s; and (d) nozzle configuration (ii) with ηliq = 400 mPa·s.
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Starting with a constant GLR = 0.3 shown in Figure 7 (left),
for an increase in GLO (i.e., vgas,o), which also leads to a
decrease in GLI (i.e., vgas,i), first between GLO = 0−0.06, the
ID32,m remains near 130 μm. For further increase in GLO =
0.12−0.18, a steep increase in the ID32,m values can be noted,
resulting in a maximum for GLO = 0.18. A further increase in
GLO, up to GLO = 0.3, leads to a decrease in ID32,m, even
below the size at GLI = 0.3. These results are in accordance
with those of Zhao et al.,29 namely, the resulting droplet size
primarily depends on the gas flow featuring higher velocity

applying configuration (iii). For GLR = 0.5, the values for
ID32,m remain lower compared to those for GLR = 0.3 through
all the investigated GLOs. Increasing GLR from 0.5 to 0.7 only
leads to a slight decrease in the droplet size. When GLR is
increased from 0.5 to 0.7, the maximum in ID32,m around GLO
≈ GLI no longer exists. Both the mentioned effects can be
explained by the aerodynamic force of the gas phase. The
decreasing influence of GLR on the droplet size for increasing
GLR was already shown and explained in Figure 3 (right). In
order to understand the development of a maximum in the

Table 4. Operating Conditions of the Experiments for Nozzle Configuration (iii) at a Constant Liquid Mass Flow of Ṁliq = 30
kg.h−1, Liquid Viscosity of ηliq = 1 mPa.s, and GLR = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, but Varying GLI/GLO

GLR in - GLO in - GLI in - vgas,o in m.s−1 vgas,i in m.s−1

0.3/0.5 0/0 0.3/0.5 0/0 90/150
0.3/0.5/0.7 0.06/0.1/0.14 0.24/0.4/0.56 18/30/42 72/120/168
0.3/0.5/0.7 0.12/0.2/0.28 0.18/0.3/0.42 36/60/84 54/90/126
0.3/0.5/0.7 0.15/0.25/0.35 0.15/0.25/0.35 45/75/105 45/75/105
0.3/0.5/0.7 0.18/0.3/0.42 0.12/0.2/0.28 54/90/126 36/60/84
0.3/0.5/0.7 0.24/0.4/0.56 0.06/0.1/0.14 72/120/168 18/30/42
0.3/0.5 0.3/0.5 0/0 90/150 0/0

Figure 7. ID32,m measurements applying nozzle configuration (iii) at constant ηliq = 1 mPa·s and GLR = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, with varying GLO (left);
the same measurements plotted over the entire gas momentum flow Jgas (see eq 8) (right).

Figure 8. Primary breakup of the liquid sheet while pulsating at GLO = GLI applying nozzle configuration (iii), GLR = 0.3, and constant ηliq = 1
mPa·s. The time difference shown is respective to t1.
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resulting droplet size, Figure 7 (right) presents the ID32,m
values plotted as a function of the total emerging gas
momentum flow. Here, a significant decrease in the latter
was identified around the operating conditions of GLO ≈ GLI,
which was caused by the comparably low velocity of both the
emerging gas streams.
In addition, the HSC images taken at GLO ≈ GLI show a

pulsation of the liquid sheet for all the investigated GLR values.
As the frequency of the pulsation increases with increasing
GLR, a time lapse of the pulsation with the HSC images could
be detected best at GLR = 0.3, as shown in Figure 8. In Figure
8a, the liquid sheet was formed, as typical for nozzles in
configurations (ii) or (iii). After Δt = 0.0011 s, the liquid sheet
swelled, as shown in Figure 8c. At t5 = 0.0022 s, the interaction
of the swelled sheet with the high-velocity outer gas flow
resulted in a detachment from the nozzle. As the swelled sheet
was moved in the axial direction, large membranes were
formed with a thick horizontal rim. After the rupture of the
sheet at t8 = 0.0053 s, the pulsation process began again with a
new liquid sheet formed at the nozzle orifice. Because of the
fact that the membrane rim falls apart into large droplets at low
gas momentum flow, the droplet size at GLO ≈ GLI was
increased for GLR < 0.7 compared to the operational
conditions where GLO ≠ GLI.
The description of the disintegration process of the liquid

sheet at GLO ≈ GLI for nozzle configuration (iii) can be given
in accordance with the study by Zhao et al.29 Here, it was
assumed that the liquid sheet was disintegrated by Kelvin−
Helmholtz instabilities, which formed a horizontal wave on the
outer and inner sides of the sheet. This instability is caused by
changes in the local static pressure, which is induced by
differences in gas- and liquid-phase velocities.41,42 The
frequency f KH and velocity uc of these instabilities were
defined by Villermaux et al.43 and Dimotakis et al.,44 according
to eqs 11 and 12:
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Here, δgas stands for the gas boundary layer thickness. As the
frequency, the gas boundary layer thickness, and the velocity of
the instability were mainly the functions of gas velocity, these
values were nearly equal for GLO ≈ GLI (vgas,o ≈ vgas,i). In the
event that the Kelvin−Helmholtz waves from both shear layers
(inside and outside) emerged at the same time, the pulsation
of the primary breakup was achieved and remains stable
because of the comparable wave frequency and velocity.
Furthermore, the increase in the instability frequency for
increasing GLR values also corresponds to eq 12.
4.2.2. Influence of GLO/GLI on the Droplet Size and

Primary Breakup Applying Nozzle Configuration (iii) at
Varying Liquid Viscosities and Constant GLR = 0.5. In order
to compare the primary breakup and droplet size applying
nozzle configuration (iii) at constant GLR = 0.5, but varying
GLO and GLI, as well as dynamic viscosity, the measurements
specified in Table 4 were also performed for ηliq = 100 mPa.s.
For ηliq = 200 and 400 mPa.s, a reduced measurement matrix at
GLR = 0.5 with GLO = 0, 0.25, and 0.5 was conducted, the
results of which are shown in Figure 9.

As the dynamic viscosity of the liquid was increased from ηliq
= 1 to 100 mPa.s, an increase in the droplet size was detected
over the entire range of GLO. At GLO = 0, an increment in
dynamic viscosity was observed, with ΔID32,m = 36 μm and the
smallest effect on the ID32,m value. An even more pronounced
maximum in the ID32,m value was also found at an increased
viscosity, again in the region of GLO ≈ GLI (vgas,o ≈ vgas,i). A
further increase in dynamic viscosity to ηliq = 200−400 mPa.s
led to higher ID32,m values for all GLO values. The smallest
gradient in the droplet size for a further increase in viscosity
was found at GLO = 0.5. The maximum of ID32,m at GLO ≈
GLI (vgas,o ≈ vgas,i) showed a significant enlargement at
viscosities of ηliq = 200−400 mPa.s. In order to explain these
results, HSC images from the primary sheet breakup at GLO =
0, 0.25, and 0.5 are shown for ηliq = 400 mPa.s in Figure 10.
As already noted in the description of Figure 6d, upon

applying configuration (ii) at GLR = 0.5 and ηliq = 400 mPa.s,
almost no ligaments occur after the primary breakup because
of the direct disintegration of the liquid sheet into droplets.
When GLO is changed from GLO = 0 to GLO = 0.25, the
pulsation described in Figure 8 can be detected, and it is even
more pronounced for increased viscosity (see Figure 10b).
Based on the significant damping effects of the liquid at ηliq =
400 mPa.s compared to ηliq = 1 mPa.s, the pulsation frequency
of the liquid sheet is reduced with increased viscosity. The
detachment of the liquid sheet, also shown in Figure 8 c for ηliq
= 1 mPa.s, at higher viscosity, results in a large quantity of
blown-up membranes. After the pulsation process with the
membrane disintegration, large parts of the membrane rim
slowly move in the axial direction. As the number density of
the droplets at GLO ≈ GLI (vgas,o ≈ vgas,i) is low and contains
large liquid rim fragments because of the lower aerodynamic
forces of the gas jets, the ID32,m values shown in Figure 9 are
significantly increased. A further increase to GLO = 0.5 results
in a maximum of the spray angle, as depicted in Figure 10c.
This increased spray angle can be seen for all viscosities ≥100
mPa·s at GLO = 0.5. The increment in the spray angle can be
explained by Kelvin−Helmholtz instabilities, which develop on
the liquid sheet as a result of shear forces between the fast gas
and slower liquid stream. As the liquid accumulation
disintegrates, the local pressure difference generates a radial
velocity compound and results in this spray angle. The trend,
that for GLO = 0.5 the smallest ID32,m value at ηliq = 400 mPa·s

Figure 9. ID32,m measurements applying nozzle configuration (iii) at
constant GLR = 0.5 with varying GLO and varying ηliq = 1 − 400
mPa·s.
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was detected compared to GLO = 0 and 0.25, is also apparent
in the high-speed images.
4.3. Comparison of Nozzle Configurations (i), (ii), and

(iii) at Constant GLR = 0.5. For the comparison of the
applied nozzle configurations at constant GLR = 0.5 and
varying liquid viscosity, four different setups were chosen:
central liquid jet configuration (i), central gas jet configuration
(ii) (the same as configuration (iii) at GLO = 0), nozzle
configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.25, and configuration (iii) at
GLO = 0.5. The resulting ID32,m values of the measurements
are shown in Figure 11 (left). Figure 11 (right) presents the
primary breakup at GLR = 0.5, applying two nozzle
configurations (i) and (iii) at GLO = 0.5 with two viscosities
ηliq = 1 and 400 mPa.s.
As already discussed in the previous section, for all of the

nozzle configurations with increasing liquid viscosity, an
increase in the droplet size was detected. The resulting droplet
size exhibits a distinct dependence on the nozzle configuration
used. As the variation in the resulting droplet size is ΔID32,m =
45 μm at ηliq = 1 mPa.s, the difference at ηliq = 400 mPa.s is
calculated as ΔID32,m = 315 μm. For nozzle configuration (iii)
at GLO = 0.25, the highest droplet size was detected at each
applied dynamic viscosity. This was in accordance with the
comparably low gas momentum flow and the trend toward the
pulsation of the liquid sheet, as discussed in the previous
chapters. Although the central liquid jet configuration (i)
showed the smallest values in ID32,m at ηliq = 1 mPa.s, a
significant increase in the droplet size was detected at higher

viscosities. The increment in the droplet size at high viscosities
results from the relation between the thickness of the primary
ligament (dinner = 5.4 mm) and the damping effects of the
viscosity. Following primary atomization, ligaments and
fragments are formed out of the jet, which leads to large
droplets. Nozzle configurations (ii) at GLR = 0.5 and (iii) at
GLO = 0.5 indicated the smallest gradient in the droplet size
for increasing the dynamic viscosity, which could be explained
by the high gas momentum flow in conjunction with the
disintegration of a thin liquid sheet of s1 = 1.09 mm. The
lowest ID32,m value at increased viscosity was achieved by
configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5.
As configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5 and configuration (i) at

GLR = 0.5 are both designs with inner liquid discharge and a
fast surrounding gas jet [(i) is the central liquid jet with the
surrounding gas jet and (iii) at GLO = 0.5 is a liquid sheet with
the surrounding gas jet], the difference in the resulting droplet
size was also related to the difference in the liquid jet/sheet
thickness. This significant difference is also shown in Figure 11
(right). The comparison of the flow configurations (i)−(iii)
revealed, especially for increased liquid viscosities (ηliq ≥ 100
mPa s), a more efficient atomization for the sheet
configurations (ii) and (iii) in relation to the jet configuration
(i).
With reference to the literature review and the predominat-

ing gas stream applying configuration (iii), previous studies
showed, depending on atomization conditions, that either the
inner or the outer gas stream can be more relevant for

Figure 10. Primary breakup of the liquid sheet applying nozzle configuration (iii), GLR = 0.5, and constant ηliq = 400 mPa·s at (a) GLO = 0; (b)
GLO = 0.25; and (c) GLO = 0.5.

Figure 11. ID32,m measurements at constant GLR = 0.5 and varying ηliq = 1−400 mPa·s for nozzle configurations (i), (ii), and (iii) at GLO = 0.25
and (iii) GLO = 0.5 (left); primary breakup applying GLR = 0.5 for (a) configuration (i) and ηliq = 1 mPa·s; (b) configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5
and ηliq = 1 mPa·s; (c) configuration (i) and ηliq = 400 mPa·s; and (d) configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5 and ηliq = 400 mPa·s (right).
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atomization and sheet disintegration. In the present case of
constant momentum flow ratios at GLO = 0.5 (GLI = 0)
compared to GLI = 0.5 (GLO = 0), the outer high-velocity gas
stream led to smaller droplets and thus was more relevant for
atomization.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This study compares three different nozzle flow configurations:
a central liquid jet with the surrounding gas phase, a liquid
sheet with the central gas phase, and a liquid sheet with inner
and outer gas phases. To guarantee constant velocities, as well
as momentum flows at the nozzle orifice, one nozzle with
identical orifice areas (a central tube with inner and outer slits)
was utilized in the experiments. The influence of gas velocity
(GLR), dynamic viscosity of the liquid, and nozzle
configuration on the resulting droplet sizes (D32, ID32,m) and
primary breakup was investigated at a constant liquid mass
flow of Ṁliq = 30 kg.h−1. On the basis of these findings, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

• An increase in the gas momentum flow always resulted
in a decrease in the droplet size for all flow
configurations.

• An increase in dynamic viscosity always led to an
increase in the resulting droplet size for all flow
configurations and gas momentum flows.

• Comparing the flow configurations, the liquid sheet (ii
and iii) revealed smaller droplet sizes against the liquid
jet configuration (i).

• Operating the sheet nozzle in configuration (iii) with
identical gas velocity for the inner and outer gas streams,
pulsation of the liquid sheet was detected. Increasing the
gas velocity (inner and outer) resulted in an increase in
the pulsation frequency, leading to a reduced number of
ligaments. Higher liquid viscosity resulted in the
formation of large ligaments.

• In contrast to the literature, no dominant effect of the
central gas jet compared to the outer gas stream was
identified. Instead, the outer gas momentum flow seems
to be more effective in terms of droplet size, especially
when atomizing high-viscosity liquids.
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